
Hi Sheldon:

Thank you for writing and sharing. First off, CERN is little more than a distraction 
to give Sheeple a false notion that the Elite are creating the current earth 
changes, which we know are due to Black Star influences. The mad scientists 
turn on CERN to blow fuses and break magnets without achieving 99 percent of 
project objectives. The human species has not yet figured out how to protect 
spacecraft using electromagnetic fields to continue launching penis-shaped 
projectiles using traditional oxygen/hydrogen-based fuels rather than 
transitioning to saucer-type spacecraft representing microcosms of the galaxies, 
solar systems and planets. Imagine that the alien contingent all around us have 
been dealing with the Black Star for millions of years and they have 
technologies FAR more advanced than CERN or anything else possessed by 
humans today. The invisible/collapsed binary twin to our Sun is likely five to ten 
kilometers in diameter, but weighing in at many times Jupiter mass and sitting 
down deep in a gravity well with an event horizon very much like a black hole. 

Anything you launch towards the Black Star will be stretched apart and into an 
arc-curved line of subatomic particles that from the observational perspective 
would appear to actually slow and then stop time taking millions of years to 
interact with the Black Star; even though from our outside perspective would 
take place in an instant. Using CERN or any earthbound influence would be like 
trying to use a toothpick as a lever mechanism that would snap due to the 
gigantic Black Star/Earth mass ratio differential. Even if you could construct an 
adequate lever mechanism for applying force to the Black Star, the chances are 
much more likely that the Earth would be moved from natural orbit around the 
Sun LONG before moving the Black Star one millimeter in natural movement 
around our Sun. These are just some of the reasons that the Elite are running to 
their underground Ark Cities to neutralize Black Star threats rather than trying to 
use countermeasures that are billions of years beyond our current global 
technologies. The Black Star is God's Reset Button that comes to the inner solar 
system every 3600 years or so having hundreds of different effects/influences 
based upon Sun/Black Star/Earth proximity; depending upon where Earth is 
positioned in natural orbit around the Sun, when the Black Star makes the move 
across Earth Orbit Path. All that humans can do is find means to get 
underground in order to get out of the way, when our planet is in the wrong place 
at the wrong time. 

Thanks again,


